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Abstract

Many Data Warehouses (DWs) fail to provide the appropriate information because the users’ requirements are not correctly
modeled. In addition, the security requirements are considered in the final implementation, and do not take the users’ necessities
into consideration. However, as DWs store confidential and sensitive information, it is crucial to take security measures into account
from early DWs design phases, and to enforce them. This paper proposes a profile which uses the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) extensibility mechanisms. This profile allows us to define security requirements for DWs at the business level, taking into
account the information requirements modeled with a previous profile. Our proposal is aligned with Model Driven Architecture
(MDA), thus permitting the transformation of security requirements throughout the entire DWs life cycle. Finally, in order to
show the benefits of our profile, we develop a case study related to the management of a pharmacy consortium business.

Key words: data warehouses; security requirements; UML profile

1. Introduction

In recent years many methods concerning how Data
Warehouses (DWs) should be designed have been pro-
posed [1]. Nevertheless, it is accepted that the development
of DWs must be based on conceptual multidimensional
(MD) modeling [14], which structures the information
into facts and dimensions. Conceptual MD modeling pro-
duces a specification, which must be consistent with data
sources and user needs, i.e, the needs of Decision makers.
Decision makers’ needs are usually captured during the
requirements analysis phase of the DWs design by means
of functional requirements.

Whereas many methods for functional requirements
have been proposed, no appropriate methods for system-
atic definition, design, and development of non-functional
requirements (NFRs) exist [7]. Security requirements such
as NFRs are especially significant as they are not given the
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appropriate consideration during the early phase of the
development process [21].

Within the context of DWs projects, the security aspects
are normally implemented in the final phases of design [28].
However, security concerns must inform every phase of soft-
ware development, from requirements engineering to de-
sign, implementation, testing and deployment [6].

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is an Object
Management Group (OMG) standard from the which
addresses the complete life cycle of the development of
applications by using models in software development.
MDA relies on the idea of separating the specification
of a system’s operations from the details of its plat-
form [22]. MDA proposes several models at different levels:
The Computation Independent Model (CIM), the Plat-
form Independent Model (PIM), the Platform Specific
Model (PSM) and Code. In the MDA framework the stan-
dard for defining transformations between models is the
Query/Views/Transformation (QVT) [23]).

Fig. 1 shows the extensions proposed in order to accom-
modate DW development to the MDA approach. The CIM
is based on an extension of the i* framework [39] pro-
posed in [19], which deals solely with information require-
ments (i.e, functional requirements) for DWs design at the
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business level. The PIM corresponds with an extension of
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) profile presented
in [36], which reuses the results of [18]. This profile allows
us to consider the main properties of secure MD modeling
at the conceptual level. The PSM corresponds with an ex-
tension of the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) at
the logical level [35], and Code with implementation at the
physical level, i.e. with a Database Management System
(DBMS). We have recently with which metamodels [36]
and [35] in order to define QVT relations to transform PIM
into PSM for Secure DWs design [34]. This set of QVT re-
lations have been validated through the development of a
case study [33]. As Fig. 1 shows, we cannot model security
requirements at the Business level alone.

LEVELS MDA DWs DESIGN EXTENSION

Business CIM Requirements Analysis i* metamodel

Conceptual PIM Multidimensional Secure Model UML metamodel

Logical PSM1 ··· PSMn Relational Secure Model
The Relational
Package from
CWM metamodel

Physical Code1 ··· Coden SGBD implementation None

Fig. 1. Aligning the design of secure DWs with MDA

In a previous work [19] we have employed i* modeling
and the MDA framework in order to model goals and infor-
mation requirements for DWs, i.e, functional requirements.
This proposal defines a UML profile based on i* modeling
for the DWs design, which allows us to formalize i* dia-
grams in order to model a CIM. However, the approach
focuses solely on information requirements, i.e. it does not
include security as a special non-functional requirements
type. Therefore, in this paper we propose a new UML profile
that reuses the above mentioned profile [19], whilst adding
security requirements for DWs at the business level. Our
proposal is coupled with both the MDA framework [20] and
with our previously developed works, thus allowing a total
integration of methods with which to develop a complete
methodology to build secure DWs. The main benefits of our
proposal are: (i) The adaptation of the i* framework [39]
to define and integrate both security and information as
functional requirements into a secure CIM for DWs, (ii) a
guarantee of consistency since the profile avoids the situ-
ation of having different definitions and properties for the
same concept throughout a model, (iii) an attempt to cre-
ate a proposal which is more understandable to both DW
designers and final users.

The following section describes some of the most relevant
proposals with regard to requirements engineering and se-
curity modeling in DWs. Section 3 explains previous UML
profiles based on i* framework for the modeling of func-
tional requirements for DWs. Our extension is presented in
Section 4, which first shows the models that serve as a basis
for our profile and goes on to present the extended profile.

The benefits of our proposal are shown in Section 5 through
the use of a case study. Finally, Section 6 draws the main
conclusions and outlines our immediate future work.

2. Related Work

This section on related work begins with the main ap-
proaches towards requirements engineering. We then study
work related to the main approaches dealing with security
in DWs.

2.1. Requirements engineering

The main approaches towards requirements engineering
are grouped into two proposals: Goal-based and Scenarios-
based requirements analysis, respectively. Goal-based re-
quirements analysis comprises the following approaches:
GBRAM (Goal-Based Requirements Analysis Method) [3],
KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in AutOmated Specifica-
tion), i* framework [39], Tropos methodology and Non-
Functional Requirements (NFRs) [5].

GBRAM allows us to identify and to refine goals into
operational requirements. This approach is supported by a
set of heuristic rules and guidelines. It is essentially a doc-
ument analysis technique. The proposal has been applied
in the field of security and privacy. However, it does not
address elicitation techniques since goals are not sufficient
in the definition of access control models. KAOS is a goal
based requirement acquisition and elaboration method. It
offers an expressive conceptual modeling language to as-
sist requirement engineers in the specification of require-
ments driven by high-level goals. KAOS has been extended
to model security and privacy goals and anti-goals [16] but
by focusing on the system rather than the organizational
goal. Moreover, KAOS does not permit the modeling of
complex access control policies. It is thus not appropriate
to our needs.

The i* framework is employed to model and itemize orga-
nizational contexts and rationales. It comprises two compo-
nents: Strategic Dependency (SD) and Strategic Rationale
(SR). The framework has been applied to support access
control analysis [17]. However, it provides no guidance as
to how roles and privileges are identified, from where they
originate, or how privileges are assigned to these roles. We
believe that it can be formalized with UML and extended
for our purposes. Tropos methodology is an agent-oriented
approach derived from the i* framework. This methodol-
ogy covers the software development phases, i.e. early and
late requirements, and architectural and detailed design. A
secure Tropos is introduced in [11]. The proposal is a for-
mal extension of Tropos for the modeling and analysis of
functional and security requirements. Secure Tropos deals
with security issues in general but it does not take the pos-
sibility of defining an access control model for information
systems into consideration .
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NFRs is a goal-based requirement analysis method which
systematically addresses non functional requirements in
the early stages of system development. The i* framework
shares many concepts with the NFR framework. NFRs
treats security goals as an overall business requirement,
whilst i* and Tropos [21] consider security goals within
the context of the organizational actors who aim to achieve
them. We believe that it would be extremely difficult to use
NFRs for our purposes.

Scenario-based requirements analysis describes the soft-
ware behavior of a system [37]. Scenarios are useful in the
elicitation of possible occurrences and the corresponding
assumptions, obstacles, and post-conditions. However, we
believe that goals/softgoals usually refer to the organiza-
tion or system’s high-level objectives.

None of the approaches mentioned for requirements engi-
neering allows us to define and elicit security requirements
for DWs. Moreover, some must be adapted to our purposes.
However, we wish to reuse proposal [19], which is based on
the i* framework. Hence, we have based our proposal on
Goal-Based Requirements Analysis, and specifically on the
Goal-oriented Requirement Language (GRL) [12], which is
based on the NFRs and i* frameworks. We have adopted
the GRL to perform our UML profile owing to its expres-
siveness and integration with NFRs.

2.2. Security in Data Warehouses

In recent years several initiatives to include security
in DWs design have appeared. [13] describes a prototype
model for DWs security based on metadata, whose main
goal is to reduce user queries to only those data which are
to be seen by that user. However, this does not allow us
to specify complex restrictions of confidentiality such as
deny-allow the access to a special user combining groups
and security constraints. Rosenthal and Sciore [29] extend
SQL grants and create a mechanism of inferences through
which to establish the security of DWs, which gives permis-
sion to access the tables and views of the system. Another
attempt is the architecture of both Federated Informa-
tion Systems (FIS) and DWs which preserve MultiLevel
security integration between FIS and DWs [30]. The au-
thorization of the DWs scheme built takes into account
the security policy of the federation itself. [15] defines a
model based on the Discretionary Access Model (DAC)
which proposes a security concept for OLAP, a role based
security model for DWs. According to these security rules,
a derived data cube is defined for each role. [38] shows how
access privileges for DWs and OLAP can be expressed
more intuitively than SQL’s grant statements. This access
control model focuses specifically on expressiveness and
usability. These approaches [13,29,30,15,38] are attractive
but only focus on practical issues such as acquisition, stor-
age and access control on the OLAP side. None of them
examine the representation of security at the Requirement
Analysis stage.

On the other hand, more elaborate initiatives which pro-
pose authorization models for DWs design also exist. For
example, Priebe and Pernul [26] propose a security design
methodology similar to the classical database methodol-
ogy (requirement analysis, conceptual, logical, and physi-
cal design) which covers requirements and concrete imple-
mentations in commercial systems. The same authors ex-
tend the ADAPTed UML (which uses ADAPT symbols as
UML stereotypes) model for the aforementioned conceptual
phase [27], and specify a methodology and an MD security
constraint language for the conceptual modeling of OLAP
security. These approaches [26,27] offer security models at
the conceptual level by means of security constraints, but
basically deal with OLAP operations. In short, these works
implement the security rules considered in their concep-
tual approach to commercial database systems. We, how-
ever, base our approach on the work of [8] in which the
authors propose a novel model for security and audit that
can be used in the entire DWs life cycle, from requirement
analysis to final implementation. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose a profile which allows us to define security re-
quirements for DWs at the requirement analysis stage, i.e,
business level.

To this end, we argue that there is still room for inves-
tigation related to the definition and modeling of security
requirements in the DWs development process.

3. Modeling Information Requirements for DWs

A requirement analysis stage for DWs aims to obtain
our informational requirements from decision makers [25].
In this section we resume a previous proposal related to
functional requirements for DWs and we explain how to
adapt the i*f ramework in order to elicit them.

In a previous work [19] the i* framework [39] is adapted
to the modeling of goals and information requirements for
DWs. The i* framework is an approach for modeling and
reasoning about organizational environments and their
information systems [39]. The main elements of the i*
framework are: Actors, Goals, Softgoals, Tasks, Resources
Means-Ends links, Decomposition links and Contribution
links [17]. An Actor ( ) is used to refer generically to any
unit to which intentional dependencies can be ascribed,
e.g. “inventory manager”. Goals ( ) answer the ques-
tion “what does the actor want to achieve”, e.g. “examine
inventory levels and “study inventory movements”. Tasks
( ) are used to represent the specific procedure to be
performer by actors, e.g. “analyze quantity to hand”. Re-
source ( ) is a physical or informational entity, about
which the main concern is its availability (for example,
“provide information about inventory”. The Tasks are
connected to the Goals through means-ends links ( ).
A Goal is satisfied if any of its Tasks is satisfied. A Task
may be detailed into Goals, Subtasks, Resources and Soft-
goals through the Decomposition links ( ). High-level
abstract Goals (Softgoals) are reduced into the lower-level,
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more specific Goals (Sofgoals) or operationalized in terms
of Task through Contribution link ( ).

Modeling by using the i* framework comprises two
main components. The Strategic Dependency (SD) model
is a network of intentional dependencies (Dependency link,

). It describes the dependency relationships among
various actors in an organizational context. The Strategic
Rationale (SR) is used to describe stakeholder interests
and concerns, and how they might be addressed by various
configurations of systems and environments [39]. The SR
model is obtained when the internal rationales of actors
from the SD model are made explicit.

The adaptation of the i* framework is based on two ex-
tensions of UML [24]: (i) a profile for i* ; and (ii) a profile
which adapts i* to the DW domain. In accordance with
the UML specification [24], in Fig. 2 we show the packages
which resume the elements contained in the proposal [19].
The profiles use two kinds of extending relationships: the
Extension relationship (whose arrowhead is shown as a
filled triangle) which points from stereotypes (the extend-
ing elements, labeled as <<stereotype>>) to metaclasses
(the UML extended elements, labeled as <<metaclass>>),
and the Generalization relationship (an arrowhead with a
hollow triangle) between stereotypes. On the left hand side
of Fig. 2 we have represented the i* profile by means of
various UML metaclasses (i.e. Package, Class, Association-
Class, and Association) and stereotypes (the IElement, Ar-
gumentable, and IRelationship stereotypes). These stereo-
types permit the representation of SR and SD models be-
longing to the i* framework.

On the right hand side of Fig. 2 we show the i* profile
for DWs, which is based on a classification of the differ-
ent kind of goals that decision makers expect to fulfill with
the DWs: (i) Strategic goals represent the highes level
of abstraction. These are the main objectives of the busi-
ness process )for example, “increase sales”); (ii) Decision
goals represent the medium level of abstraction. They at-
tempt to answer the question: “how can a strategic goal be
achieved?” (for example, “determine some kind of promo-
tion”); (iii) Information goals represent the lowest level
of abstraction. They attemp to answer the question: “how
can decision goals be achieved in terms of information re-
quired”, for example, “analyze customer purchases” or “ex-
amine stocks”). The profile reuses the previous stereotype
Goal, as we can see in Fig. 2.

For decision makers, every goal must be specified accord-
ing to the classification of goals in terms of the strategic-
decision-information hierarchy. Information requirements
(Requirement as Task on the right hand side of Fig. 2) for
decision makers are derived from information goals. The
profile has added three MD elements as resources: the busi-
ness process to be analyzed (BusinessProcess stereotype),
process measures under analysis (Measure stereotype), and
context of analysis (Context stereotype). These stereotypes
are, therefore, derived from Resource (see right hand side
of Fig. 2).

The i* profile for DWs provides a mechanism with which

to represent actors (IActor, ) and their goals (Goal, ).
The information requirements of decision makers are con-
sidered as tasks (Task, ), and the elements needed in the
DW to provide such information are considered as resources
(Resource, ). According to the kind of DWs element,
these resources can be labeled as <<BusinessProcess>>,
<<Context>>, or <<Measure>>. We furthermore model re-
lationships such as means-end (MeansEnd, ) thus rep-
resenting alternative means to fulfill goals, or tasks, i.e., the
possible relationships are Goal-Goal and Goal-Task. De-
composition (Decomposition, ) represents the elements
which are necessary if a task is to be performed. Addition-
ally, the profile allows us to define aggregation relationships
between context of analysis (for instance, the city context
can be aggregated by the country context). In order to
model these relationships, the we have used the (shared)
aggregation relationship of UML (Association UML meta-
class, represented as ).

4. A UML Profile to adapt the i* framework to
the modeling of security requirements

In this section we describe the UML 2.0 profile based on
i* modeling which is used to define security requirements
for DWs. The extended profile reuses the previous extension
explained in Section 3, which allows us to obtain functional
requirements for DWs by using the i* framework. The aim
of the UML profile is to translate the concepts of the i*
framework by extending its semantics and notation. This
profile allows us to elicit security requirements in order to
define an Access Control and Audit (ACA) model for DWs
at the business level.

4.1. Modeling Security

Security requirements are requirements which are asso-
ciated with the protection of valuable assets in the system.
This protection requires that every access to a system and
its resources be controlled and that all and only authorized
access can take place, and is thus called Access Control
(AC) [31]. The development of an access control system is
usually carried out by access control policies (ACP), access
control models and an access control mechanism [31], which
constitutes different levels of abstraction. ACP are secu-
rity requirements which describe how access is managed,
what information can be accessed by whom, and under
what conditions that information can be accessed [10], i.e.,
it defines high-level rules. Access control models provide a
formal representation of the access control security policy,
whereas the access control mechanism defines the low-level
(software and hardware) functions that implement the con-
trols imposed by the policies and are formally stated in the
model [31].

ACP are grouped into three main classes: Discretionary
Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
and Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [31]. DAC policies
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<<profile>>
i* Profile for DWs

<<profile>>
i* Profile

<<stererotype>>

Resource
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

BusinessProcess
<<stererotype>>

Measure
<<stererotype>>

Context

<<metaclass>>
Package

<<stererotype>>

SD

<<stererotype>>

SR

<<stererotype>>

IActor
<<metaclass>>

Class

<<stererotype>>

Task
<<stererotype>>

Resource

<<stererotype>>

Softgoal
<<stererotype>>

Goal

<<metaclass>>

AssociationClass
<<metaclass>>

Association
<<stererotype>>

Relationship

<<stererotype>>

MeansEnd
<<stererotype>>

Decomposition
<<stererotype>>

Contribution
<<stererotype>>

Dependency
<<stererotype>>

Correlation

<<stererotype>>

Belief

<<stererotype>>

Argumentable

<<stererotype>>

IElement

<<stererotype>>

Task
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

Requirement

<<stererotype>>

Goal
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

Strategic
<<stererotype>>

Decision
<<stererotype>>

Information

Fig. 2. UML profile for i* in the context of DWs.

control access based on the identify of the requestor and on
access rules which state what requestors are allowed to do.
MAC policies control access based on mandated regulations
determined by a central authority. RBAC policies control
access depending on the roles that users have within the
system and on rules stating what accesses are permitted to
users in given roles.

In previous work we have defined an Access Control and
Audit (ACA) model for DWs by specifying security rules
at the conceptual level [8]. This approach is based on ac-
cess control to guarantee confidentiality and audit, which
are essential components for the DWs design. However,
security includes other characteristics such as authentica-
tion, integrity, repudiation and availability, which consti-
tute mechanisms that are design-independent and rely to a
greater extent on company policies. They are not therefore
taken into account by the ACA model. The ACA model
allows us to represent the confidentiality and audit mea-
sures of DWs by classifying subjects and objects in the sys-
tem 1 . The classification uses access classes on the basis of
three different but compatible ways of classifying users: by
their security level, by the role, and by the compartments
to which they belong. The access class is one element of a
partially ordered set of classes, in which an access class c1

dominates an access class c2 if and only if the security level
of c1 is greater than or equal to that of c2, the compart-
ments of c1 include those of c2, and at least one of the user
roles of c1 (or one of its ancestors) is defined for c2 [8]. The
following classes are described in order to permit us specify
the ACA model:
Security user roles are used by a company to organize

users into a hierarchical role structure, according to the
responsibilities of each type of work. Each user can play
more than one role.

Security levels indicate the clearance level of the user.
This is usually an element of a hierarchically ordered set,

1 The ACA model also allows us to define Sensitive Information
Assignment Rules (SIARs) in order to specify the security informa-
tion of each DWs element, rules for representing authorization rules
(AURs), which work together with SIARs, and rules which allow us
to specify audit requirements (ARs).

such as Top Secret (TS), Secret (S), Confidential (C),
and Unclassified (U), where TS > S > C > U .

Security user compartments are also used by an orga-
nization to classify users into a set of horizontal com-
partments or groups, such as geographical location, area
of work, etc. Each user can belong to one or more com-
partments.
As was previously explained, the ACA model uses the

classification for users and objects based levels, roles and
compartments. Therefore, the ACA model combines the
MAC and RBAC models. MAC models have been widely
studied, and many vulnerabilities have been detected, such
as their lack of flexibility, their polyinstantiation [32], etc.
Nevertheless, most of these problems arise from the neces-
sity of taking into consideration both read and write oper-
ations in the system. Fortunately, we consider that the sole
operation that will be used by the final users in decision-
support systems is read, so the MAC model is absolutely ap-
propriate. In contrast to the MAC model, the RBAC model
represents a promising direction and a useful paradigm for
many commercial and governmental organizations [31].

On the other hand, the i* modeling framework has been
employed in the modeling of Access Control Policies (ACP),
but focus on Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [17]. As
we explained in Section 2.1, the proposal assumes that
roles and privileges have been previously derived. This is-
sue makes it very difficult to elicit and define security re-
quirements in the i* framework. Hence, we need to adapt
the i* framework by means of an extension of UML if we
are to represent security requirements for DWs. We base
our proposal on the ACA model, which is a special case of
ACP.

4.2. An overview of our profile

We take the SR model proposed by the i* framework.
Starting from the SR models we develop three SR mod-
els: (1) GOModel which contains the stereotypes from the
i* profile for DWs [19], i.e. a CIM for DWs. (2) SOModel
which is made up of the stereotypes defined by our i* pro-
file for secure DWs, i.e. stereotypes for eliciting security

5
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IActor
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Fig. 4. Extension of the UML with stereotypes

CIM
i* profile for DWs

(GOModel)

Secure i* model
for DWs

(SOModel)

secure CIM
(GSAModel)

Merge

Fig. 3. Defining a secure CIM for DWs

requirements for DWs. (3) GSAModel which merges the
above models, i.e. a secure CIM for secure DWs which con-
stitutes an access control model for DWs at the business
level. Fig. 3 portrays how the aforementioned models are
merged in order to define a secure CIM.

If we are to model security requirements for DWs, then
information requirements are necessary (functional re-
quirements). These are modeled in our profile by the GO-
Model (Goal-organization-model) which creates a refine-
ment process with the strategic, decision and information
goals. This model is supported by the i* profile for DWs
represented on the right hand side of Fig. 2 in Section 3.

The security requirements for DWs are defined in the SO-
Model (Softgoal-organization-model) through the softgoals
refinement process which is carried out by a special actor
called the SecurityManager (the person in charge of the se-
curity within the organization). Levels, roles and compart-
ments are discovered during this process. Therefore, new
stereotypes are needed to represent security information at
the business level, which are represented as resources asso-
ciated with the softgoals refined.

Once the GOModel and SOModel models have been de-
fined we have information requirements and security re-
quirements. Hence, it is necessary to establish a relationship
between them, which is achieved by the GSAModel (Goal-
Softgoal-analysis-model). This model is used to associate
MD elements from GOModel (BusinessProcess, Context

and Measures resources) with the security information rep-
resented in the SOModel (levels, roles and compartment).
We can also establish constraints with which to fulfill the
softgoals refined, which are associated with resources from
GOmodel through the dependency link from i*. According
to the ACA model we need three kinds of constraint rules
(security information, authorization and audit). Unfortu-
nately these rules cannot be defined in detail due to the
granularity at this level. The GSAModel will represent our
secure CIM for DWs design. According to Fig. 1 this model
must be transformed throughout the DWs life cycle, from
requirement analysis to the physical level.

4.3. UML extension mechanism

The UML Superstructure specification [24] defines two
extension mechanisms for UML 2.0: (1) The profiles mech-
anism, which is not a first-class extension mechanism (i.e.,
it does not permit the modification of existing metamod-
els) and (2) the first-class extensibility which is handled
through MOF, in which there are no restrictions on what
you are allowed to do with a metamodel. It is possible to
add and remove metaclasses and relationships as is neces-
sary. Our proposal is based on a UML profile, which consists
of Stereotypes, Constraints and Tagged Values. Stereotypes
are specific metaclasses, which are either represented by a
string between a pair of guillemets (<< >>) or are rendered
as a new icon. Tagged Values are standard meta-attributes,
and profiles are specific kinds of packages [24]. Constraints
are applied to stereotypes in order to indicate restrictions.

Our Profile is defined following the proposal of [4], which
states that “An extension to the UML begins with a brief
description and then lists and describes all the stereotypes,
tagged values, and constraints of the extension”. Taking
this proposal into account, we have employed the schema:
Description, Prerequisite extensions, Stereotypes, Tagged-
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Table 1
Package stereotypes

Stereotypes

Name GOModel

BaseClass Package (from SR)

Description This Package contains the i* model for DWs (i.e, functional requirements)

Icon Fig. 6 a)

Constraints Context UML::Kernel::Package inv: self.isStereotyped(“GOModel”) implies

- A GOModel can only contain Strategic, Decision, Information, Requirement, BusinessProcess, Measure and

Context classes:

self.contents-> select (co| co.oclIsKindOf(class))-> forAll (g| g.oclIsTypeOf(Strategic) or g.oclIsTypeOf(Decision) or

g.oclIsKindOf(Information) or g.oclIsTypeOf(Requirement) or g.oclIsTypeOf(BusinessProcess) or

g.oclIsTypeOf(Measure) or g.oclIsTypeOf(Context))

- It is not possible to create an IDependency between GOModels (only to SOModel):

self.clientDependency-> forAll (d| d.supplier -> forAll (me| me.oclIsTypeOf(SOModel)))

Tagged values None

Name SOModel

BaseClass Package (from SR)

Description This Package class contains the secure i* model for DWs

Icon Fig. 6 a)

Constraints Context UML::Kernel::Package inv: self.isStereotyped(“SOModel”) implies

- A SModel can only contain SSoftgoals, SRoles, SLevels, SCompartment, SConstraintRule, SConstraintAudit

and SConstraintAuthorization classes:

self.contents-> select (co| co.oclIsKindOf (class))->forAll (m| m.oclIsTypeOf(SSoftgoal) or m.oclIsTypeOf(SRole) or

m.oclIsTypeOf (SLevel) or m.oclIsTypeOf(SCompartment) or m.oclIsTypeOf(SConstraintRule) or

m.oclIsTypeOf(SConstraintAudit) or m.oclIsTypeOf(SConstraintAuthorization)

- A SOModel can only be associated by means of IDependency with GOModel :

self.allOppositeAssociationEnds-> forAll (ao| ao.participant.oclIsKindOf(GOModel) and ao.oclIsKindOf (IDependency)

- The actor of a SOModel can only be a SecurityManager :

self.actor.isStereotyped(SecurityManager)

Tagged values None

Name GSAModel

BaseClass Package (from SR)

Description This Package contains the SOModel, GOModel packages and their relationship

Icon None

Constraints None

Constraints UML::Kernel::Package inv: self.isStereotyped(“GSAModel”) implies

A GSAModel can only contain GOModels and SOModels packages:

self.contents-> select (po| oclIsKindOf(Package)) -> forAll (me| me.oclIsTypeOf(GOModel) or me.oclIsTypeOf(SOModel))

A GSAModel can only contain one SOModel (and only one):

self.ownedElement-> select(me| me.oclIsTypeOf(SOModel))->size()= 1

Tagged values None
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Table 2
Class stereotypes

Stereotypes

Name SecurityManager

BaseClass Class (from IActor)

Description This class represents the person in charge of the security organization

Icon Fig. 6 b)

Constraints UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Consruct::Class inv: self.isStereotyped(“SecurityManager”) implies

A SecurityManager can only belong to SOModel :

self.owner.oclIsTypeOf(SOModel)

Tagged values None

Name SConstraintRule (Analogously are treated the SConstraintAudit and SConstraintAuthorization rules)

BaseClass Class (from Task)

Description This class represents a rule (to define multilevel security policies) that contributes to fulfilling SSoftgoals

by the Contribution link

Icon Icon from previous element, labeled as <<SConstraintRule>>

Constraints Context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Consruct::Class inv: self.isStereotyped(“SConstraintRule”) implies

- A SConstraintRule must be satisfied by means of a Contribution Association, at least one SSoftgoal :

self.allOppositeAssociationEnds-> forAll (s|s.participant.oclIsTypeOf(SSoftgoal)->size >=1 and s.oclIsTypeOf(Contribution)

Tagged values None

Name SSoftgoal

BaseClass Class (from Softgoal)

Description This class represents the organization’s security policy

Icon Icon from previous element, labeled as <<SSoftgoal>>

Constraints Context UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core::Consruct::Class inv: self.isStereotyped(“SSoftgoal”) implies

- All resources associated by Decomposition link with a SSoftgoal must be SCompartment, SRole or SLevel :

self.allOppositeAssociationEnd-> forAll(so| so.participant.oclIsTypeOf(SCompartment)

or so.participant.oclIsTypeOf(SLevel) or so.participant.oclIsTypeOf(SRole)) and so.oclIsTypeOf(Decomposition

- Each SSoftgoal must be associated by means of IDependency association, either to an another SSoftgoal or

to the following resources BusinessProcess, Context or Measure:

self.allOppositeAssociationEnd-> forAll (si| si.participant.oclIsTypeOf(SSoftgoal) or

si.participant.oclIsTypeOf(BusinessProcess) or si.participant.oclIsTypeOf(Context) or si.participant.oclIsTypeOf(Measure))

and si.oclIsTypeOf(IDependency)

- If a SSoftgoal is associated by Decomposition to any resource SLevel, SCompartment or SRole, then it must be associated

by IDependency to at most one of the resources BusinessProcess, Context or Measure:

self.associationEnd-> forAll(as| as.participant.oclIsType(SLevel) or as.participant.oclIsType(SCompartment) or

as.participant.oclIsType(SRole)) and as.oclIsTypeOf(Decomposition) implies the existence of

(ar| ar.participant.oclIsTypeOf(BusinessProcess) or ar.participant.oclIsTypeOf(Context) or

ar.participant.oclIsTypeOf(Measure)) and ar.oclIsTypeOf(IDependency)

Tagged values None

8
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values, Well-formedness rules and Comments.
We have defined eleven stereotypes: three specialize in

the SR package, one specializes in the softgoal class, one
specializes in the IActor class, three specialize in the Re-
source class and three specialize in the Task class. In Fig. 4,
we have represented a portion of the UML metamodel to
show where our stereotypes fit. In this figure, new stereo-
types are colored in dark grey, stereotypes belonging to the
previous extension of the i* framework are filled with di-
agonal lines and the UML classes are white.

4.3.1. Description.
This extension defines a profile with which to adapt the i*

framework in order to elicit security requirements for DWs.
The profile is defined by eleven stereotypes (SOModel,
GOModel, GSAModel, SecurityManager, SConstraintRule,
SConstraintAudit SConstraintAuthorization, SSoftgoal,
SLevel, SCompartment and, SRole) and its constraints are
written in Object Constraint Language (OCL). The set of
stereotypes allows us to develop a refinement process of
softgoals in order to define an SR within the context of the
i* framework. The correct use of this extension is assured
thanks to the definition of constraints both in natural
language and in Object Constraint Language (OCL).

4.3.2. Prerequisite extensions
This extension reuses stereotypes defined in the i* pro-

file for DWs defined in [19]. The i* profile for DWs (see
right hand side of Fig. 2, Section 3), defines the stereo-
types (i.e. Strategic, Decision, Information Requirements,
BusinessProcess, Measure and Context) used to capture
information requirements (i.e. functional requirements) for
DWs. Fig. 5 depicts how our new profile reuses stereotypes
from the i* profile for DWs.

<<profile>>
i* Profile for Secure DWs

<<stererotype>>

SR
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

GOModel
<<stererotype>>

GSAModel

<<stererotype>>

Softgoal
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

IActor
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

SLevel
<<stererotype>>

SCompartment
<<stererotype>>

SRole

<<stererotype>>

Resource
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

SecurityManager

<<stererotype>>

Task
(i* Profile)

<<stererotype>>

SConstraintRule

<<Profile>>
i* profile DWs

<<import>>

<<stererotype>>

SConstraintAuthorization

<<stererotype>>

SSoftgoal

<<stererotype>>

SOModel

<<stererotype>>

SConstraintAudit

Fig. 5. Profile stereotypes with which to define security requirements

4.3.3. Stereotypes
We explain the stereotypes by following the structure

suggested by the UML Superstructure specification [24], i.e,
name, BaseClass, Description, icon, Constraint and Tagged
values. We clarify that our stereotypes reuse the same icons
from the i* framework. We define the OCL operation is-
Stereotyped(stereotypeName) which indicates whether an
element is stereotyped by a string stereotypeName as fol-
lows:
isStereotyped (stereotypeName:String) : Boolean;
self.extension->exists (x| x.ownedEnd.type=
stereotypeName)

Table 3
Class stereotypes (continued)

Stereotypes

Name SCompartment

BaseClass Class (from Resource)

Description This class represents horizontal compartments or

groups of users from the organization, such as

geographical localization.

Icon Icon from previous element, labeled as

<<SCompartment>>

Constraints None

Tagged values None

Name SLevel

BaseClass Class (from Resource)

Description This class represents a defined clearance level.

Usually named TopSecret (TS), Secret (S),

Confidential (C), or Unclassified (U).

Icon Icon from previous element, labeled as <<SLevel>>

Constraints None

Tagged values None

Name SRole

BaseClass Class (from Resource)

Description This class represents a role from the hierarchical

roles defined in the organization

Constraints None

Icon Icon from previous element, labeled as <<SRole>>

Tagged values None

We shall now describe each stereotype with its corre-
sponding elements as mentioned above. Table 1 shows
the stereotypes defined for the SOModel, GOModel and
GSAModel packages (from SR) whereas, Tables 2 and 3
depict the class of stereotypes, i.e, SecurityManager, SCon-
straintRule, SConstraintAudit, SConstraintAuthorization,
SSoftgoal, SCompartment, SLevel and SRole. The SCon-
straintRule, SConstraintAudit, SConstraintAuthorization
stereotypes represent the SIARs, AURs and ARs rules
from the ACA model, but they are different because they
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will only denote what must be refined and improved in
later phases of the design. We clarify that Table 2 only
shows the SConstraintRule rule because the other rules
have a similar definition.

SR
A)

SecurityManager
B)

Fig. 6. Stereotype icons of packages (SR) and SecurityManager

4.3.4. Tagged-values
We do not need tagged-values in the profile.

4.3.5. Well-Formedness rules
Table 4 represents the well-formedness rules which are

defined by means of both natural language and OCL in
order to specify further constraints for the proper use of
the UML profile considered.
Table 4
Well-formedness constraints

- Classes permitted in the model: All the packages in the secure

CIM model must be SOModel, GOModel or GSAModel :

self.allContent -> forAll(oclIsKindOf(Package) implies

(oclIsTypeOf(GOModel) or oclIsTypeOf(SOModel) or

(oclIsTypeOf(GSAModel)))

4.3.6. Comments
In order to understand the models defined by our profile

we shall now give a more detailed explanation how they are
used to build a secure CIM for DWs. (See Fig. 3). First,
we define the GOModel by applying proposal [19]: (i) we
discover the intentional actors, (ii) we discover the goals
(Strategic, Decision and Information stereotypes), (iii) we
derive information requirements (Requirement stereotype)
from information goals, and (iv) we obtain the MD concepts
(BusinessProcess, Measure and Context stereotypes). We
then define the SOModel by using the stereotypes defined
in our profile: (i) We detect necessities according to organi-
zations, policies, laws, rules and regulations. ii) we obtain
the security requirements for the Security Manager. These
requirements are modeled as SSoftgoals, and refined into
the lower-level. During the refinement process various re-
sponsibilities and task are discovered (i.e. Roles and Com-
partments) along with the levels that will be used. iii) As-
sociate SSoftgoals with the corresponding resources (i.e.,
SCompartment, SRole and SLevel).

Finally, as was previously stated, the GSAModel merges
GOModel and SOModel by following these steps: i) Each

SSoftgoals refined must be associated with the correspond-
ing elements from the requirement model previously ob-
tained, i.e. BusinessProcess, Measure and Context. ii) We
analyze other security issues for the resources (i.e. Busi-
nessProcess, Measure and Context), which the granular-
ity level does not allows us to establish. Hence, constraints
as tasks (SConstraintRule, SConstraintAudit and SCon-
straintAuthorization) are associated with the resources de-
tected, which makes a positive contribution to the fulfill-
ment of the corresponding SSoftgoals.

5. Pharmaceutical management: A Case Study

In this section we develop a case study through which to
illustrate how the extended UML profile can be applied to
the pharmaceutical consortium environment. Our proposal
is aligned with MDA (see Fig. 1, Section 1). However, our
main emphasis is placed on the definition of a secure CIM.
Hence, we do not define QVT relations to show how the
models are transformed from one level to the next level.

A pharmaceutical consortium manages several pharma-
cies which offer different kinds of services to the commu-
nity. It wishes to control everything relating to the sales of
medicines through medical prescriptions. Within the con-
sortium there are a pharmacovigilance group which uses
security to guard the use of certain medicines, a commit-
tee which guards its clients health, and a commercial group
dedicated to commercialization and supply. We focus on
the marketing of the prescription sales business process.

This section is divided into the following subsections: se-
cure CIM (by using our profile), secure PIM (by using pro-
posal [36]), secure PSM (by using the proposal [35]) and
code example for Oracle DBMS which, in accordance with
Fig. 1, cover the whole DWs life cycle. The MDA trans-
formations secure CIM-secure PIM and secure PIM-secure
PSM are supported by the guidelines defined in subsec-
tion 10 and by proposal [34].

5.1. Defining a secure CIM

Fig. 7 shows the GOModel defined in accordance with
the problem, i.e. functional requirements elicited for DWs.
The business process is related to one main actor, the mar-
keting manager via the strategic goal “increase prescrip-
tion sales”. Two different decision goals are derived from
this strategic goal: a “decrease prescription price” and “give
incentive to pharmacist”. The following information goals
have been obtained from each of these decision goals: “de-
crease prescription price” and “analyze prescription price”.
The information requirements derived are as follows: “an-
alyze price by patient, prescription and pharmacy, and an-
alyze sales by pharmacy, prescription and pharmacy type”.
In Fig. 7, each of these elements are defined as goals (strate-
gic, decision and information goals) or as a task (informa-
tion requirements). Furthermore, several resources are as-
sociated with the information requirements where this is
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<<Measure>>

Sales

<<Measure>>

Price

<<Requirement>>

Analize sales by
pharmacy, prescription
and pharmacy_type

<<Decision>>

incentive to
Give

pharmacist

<<Context>>

Prescription

<<Information>>

Analyze
prescription

sales

<<Information>>

prescription
Analyze

price

<<Context>>

Pharmacy

<<Decision>>

Marketing
Manager

<<Strategic>>

Prescription
sales

Increase

<<BusinessProcess>>

Sales_Prescription

<<Context>>

Patient

Analize price by

<<Requirement>
>

Patient, Prescription

and pharmacy

<<Context>>

Pharmacy_type

price

Decrease
prescription

Fig. 7. Goal organization model (GOModel)

necessary such as measures and context of analysis. The
measures are “Sales and Price”. The elements that repre-
sent the context of analysis are “Prescription, Pharmacy
and Pharmacy Type”, but they are related to each other,
since they represent ways of aggregating the “Pharmacy”
data. Patient is also the context of analysis, but does not
contain relationships to other Contexts. According to the
MDA framework, if we do not consider security measures
for the DWs design, then Fig. 7 represents a CIM.

Once the functional requirements have been defined, it
is necessary to describe the SOModel in order to elicit se-
curity requirements for DWs at the business level. By con-
tinuing with the case study, we focus on establishing secu-
rity and confidentiality for the sales prescription process,
which is performed by the SecurityManager actor via the
“guarantee the security for the sales prescription process”
SSoftgoal. By using a refinement process, three new soft-
goals: “guard the security of use of certain medication and
consumers’ rights, maintain privacy of sales, price and pa-
tient’s data and impose a clearance level on prescription
process” are obtained. See Fig. 8 for more details. Various
responsibilities are discovered in this process. We therefore
obtain the hierarchical relation: PharmacyEmployee, which
is then specialized into the Pharmacist (Pharma) and Ad-
ministrative (Admin) roles. Horizontal groups within the
organization (compartments) are detected: pharmacovigi-
lanceCenter (pharmaC, which is responsible for the secu-
rity of the use of certain medications), and commercial-
ManagerCenter (commercialC, which is responsible for the
commercialization and supply). Restriction levels are es-
tablished by means of TopSecret and Secret. Note in Fig. 8
how the security resources are associated with their corre-
sponding SSoftgoals.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the GSAModel, which merges
GOModel and SOModel by means of the Dependency
association ( ). I we are fulfill previous SSoftgoals we

Maintain privacy of

sales, price and

patient’s data

Guarantee the

security for the

sales prescription

process

Guard the security

of use of certain

medication and

consumers ’ rights

Impose a clearance

level on prescription

process

<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SSoftgoal>>

Secret

<<SLevel>>

<<SCompartment>>

PharmaC

Guarantee the

secure use of

medication norms

<<SSoftgoal>>

Impose intermediate

level of restriction o n

the sales prescri ption

<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SRole>>

Pharma

Restrict access to

the prescription info

<<SSoftgoal>>

TopSecret

<<SLevel>>

Impose maximum

level of restriction on

the sales prescription

<<SSoftgoal>><<SRole>>

Admin

<<SSoftgoal>>

Restrict access to

the price from sales

Security

Manager

Fig. 8. Softgoal organization model (SOModel)

need to associate resources contained in GOModel (i.e.
Sales Prescription, Patient, Price, Prescription, Phar-
macy Type and Sales) with the SSoftgoals contained in
SOModel. For example, “impose maximum level of restric-
tion on the sales prescription” (marked in Fig. 9 with the
number 1) and “Guarantee the secure use of medication
norms” (marked in Fig. 9 with the number 5). The remain-
ing SSofgoals which establish associations with resources
from GOModel are dealt with analogously (see the SSoft-
goals marked with the numbers 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 9). The
aforementioned SSoftgoals are, therefore, achieved through
a Dependency association between the SecurityManager
and the MarketingManager. Sales Prescription is associ-
ated with the “Impose maximum level of restriction on the
sales prescription” SSoftgoals whose SLevel is TopSecret.
Moreover, other SSoftgoals are associated with resources
(Patient, Price, Prescription, Pharmacy Type and Sales).

Due to the fact that Sales Prescription and Prescrip-
tion are very valuable assets, they need additional restric-
tions. Fig. 9 shows how the SOModel has been modified
with the SRule and Audit constraints, which are labeled
as SConstraintRule, SConstraintAudit respectively. SRule
contributes to the fulfillment of the SSoftgoal “impose max-
imum level of restriction on the sales prescription”, so ac-
cording to the dependency association defined, it is re-
lated to both the BusinessProcess Sales Prescription and
Context Prescription respectively. The same reasoning as-
sures that the Context Prescription will be related to the
Audit constraint. Moreover, other SSoftgoals are associ-
ated with resources (Patient, Price, Prescription, Phar-
macy Type and Sales). These are deal with in an analogous
manner.

In accordance with to the classification for users of the
ACA model introduced in Subsection 4.1, each of the sys-
tem’s user will have securityLevel, securityRole and securi-

11
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<<Measure>>
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<<Requirement>>
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<<Decision>>

incentive to
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<<Context>>
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<<Information>>
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prescription
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<<Information>

prescription
Analyze
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<<Context>>

Pharmacy

<<Decision>>
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prescription

Marketing
Manager

<<Strategic>>

Prescription
sales

Increase

<<BusinessProcess>>

Sales_Prescription

<<Context>>

Patient

Analize price by

<<Requirement>
>

Patient, Prescription

and pharmacy

<<Context>>

Pharmacy_type

Impose maximum
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the sales prescription

Guarantee the secure
use of medication
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<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SSoftgoal>>

Secret

<<SLevel>>

Guarantee the secure

use of medication
norms

<<SCompartment>
> PharmaC

<<SConstraintAudit>>

Audit

+

<<SSoftgoal>>

Impose intermediate

level of restrictionon
the sales prescription

<<SSoftgoal>>

Impose maximum

level of restrictionon
the sales prescription

TopSecret

<<SLevel>>

<<SConstraintRule>>

SRule

<<SRole>>

Pharma

<<SRole>>

Admin +

Restrict the access to

the prescriptioninfo

<<SSoftgoal>>

<<SSoftgoal>>

Restrict the access to

the price from sales

<<SSoftgoal>>

Security

Manager

<<SSoftgoal>>

1

Impose intermediate
level of restrictionon
the sales prescription

<<SSoftgoal>>

Restrict the access to

the prescriptioninfo

<<SSoftgoal>>

3

2

<<SSoftgoal>>

5

Restrict the access to

the price from sales

<<SSoftgoal>>

4

Fig. 9. Goal/softgoal analysis model (GSAModel or secure CIM)

tyCompartment. Hence, we can conclude that a user has ac-
cess to Sales Prescription if his/her access class dominates
the access class of Sales Prescription, i.e. his/her security
level is TopSecret (in this restricted case). The case study
continues by defining the secure PIM, the secure PSM, and
by showing a code example for Oracle DBMS.

5.2. Defining the secure PIM

While information and security requirements are de-
fined at the business level, the MD elements are defined
at the conceptual level in the corresponding secure PIM.
As was stated in Section 1, PIM corresponds with an
extension of the UML presented in [36], in which the

information is clearly organized into secure facts and se-
cure dimensions. These secure facts and dimensions are
modeled by SFact (represented as S ) and SDimension
( S ) stereotypes, respectively. SFact and SDimension are
related by shared aggregation relationships (the Associa-
tion UML metaclass) in class diagrams. While an SFact
is composed of measures or secure fact attributes (SFac-
tAttribute stereotype, SFA), with respect to SDimensions,
each aggregation level of a hierarchy is specified by classes
stereotypes as SBase ( S ). Each SBase class can contain
several secure dimension attributes (SDimensionAttribute,
SDA) and must also contain a secure descriptor attribute
(SDescriptor attribute, SD). An association stereotyped
as Rolls-upTo (<<Rolls-UpTo>>) between SBase classes
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userProfile

securityLevel

securityRole

securityCompartments

<<AuditRule>>

2

<<SecurityRule>>

1

<<SecurityRule>>

3

Patient

Sales_Prescription {SL= S..TS}

SFA sales {SR = Admin}

SFA price {SR = Admin}

0..*

1

0..*

1

Pharmacy

0..*

1

0..*

1

DataPharmacy {SL= C}

S

Pharmacy_Type

d

r

<<Rolls-UpTo>>

S

S
S

S

S

d r<<Rolls-UpTo>>
Prescription {SL= TS; SR= Pharma; SC= PharmaC}

Fig. 10. An instance of the secure PIM

specifies the relationship between two levels of a classifica-
tion hierarchy. Within this, role R represents the direction
in which the hierarchy rolls up, whereas role D represents
the direction in which the hierarchy drills down. The infor-
mation about all users who are entitled to access the MD
model are represented as instances of the UserProfile class
(stereotype UserProfile, ).

Proposal [36] allows us to classify both information and
users in order to represent the main security aspects in the
conceptual modeling of DWs. Security information is de-
fined for each element of the model (SFact, SDimension,
SFactAttribute, etc) by specifying a sequence of security lev-
els, a set of user compartments and a set of roles. Moreover,
the constraints (AuditRule, AuthorizationRule and Securi-
tyRule) are modeled by using UML notes. These constraints
are defined by following the syntax of the ARs, AURs and
SIARs rules from the ACA model (more details in [8,9,36]).

To obtain the secure PIM from the secure CIM it is nec-
essary to apply a set of QVT [23] relations, but thid is
not within the scope of this paper. We limit our effort to
defining a manual transformation between the secure CIM
(GSAModel) and secure PIM based on the guidelines pre-
sented below. Fig. 10 shows the mapping between the se-
cure CIM (GSAModel) and the secure PIM.

In the sequel we suggest several guidelines for transform-
ing the secure CIM into the secure PIM:
Guideline G1: Related to actors;
Guideline G2: Related to BusinessProcesses;
Guideline G3: Related to Measures;
Guideline G4: Related to Context.

Guideline G1: Actors in the GSAModel (secure CIM)
are mapped onto the userProfile class of the MD model.
By default the userProfile class will contains three at-
tributes: securityLevel (SL), securityRole (SR) and se-
curityCompartment (SC). According to the ACA model,

these attributes allow us to represent the security infor-
mation for each of the system’s, users.
In our case study (see Fig. 10) we have only one actor,

denoted as MarketingManager, which will be an instance of
the UserProfile class. The values of SL, SR and SC for each
actor are (for the moment) unknown due to the granularity
at this level.
Guideline G2: Create a SFact class for each Busi-

nessProcess in the GSAModel. The name of the SFact in
the MD model will be the name of the BusinessProcess
in the GSAModel. Several guidelines are given to obtain
the security information associated with the SFact in
the MD model.

Guideline G2.1: SLevel, SRole and SCompartment de-
composition associated with the BusinessProcess re-
source through on SSoftgoal dependency in GSAModel
are mapped as SL, SR and SC classes associated with
the SFact that represents the corresponding Busi-
nessProcess.

Guideline G2.2: Each SConstraintRule task that makes
a positive contribution to an SSoftgoal, which constitutes
an SSoftgoal dependency for the BusinessProcess in the
GSAModel is mapped as a SecurityRule class associated
with the SFact in the MD model. SConstraintAudit and
SConstraintAuthorization tasks in the GSAModel are
dealt with in an analogous manner.
In our case study we have only one BusinessProcess

(see the GSAModel depicted in Fig. 9). According to G2
the Sales Prescription BusinessProcess should be mapped
onto the Sales Prescription SFact (see Fig. 10). Note in
Fig. 9 how the securityManager depends on the Market-
ingManager to achieve the SSoftgoals marked with the
numbers 1 and 2. According to G2.1 the Sales Prescription
SFact is associated with the SL Secret (S) and TopSecret
(TS), which are represented in its heading (see Fig. 10).
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S

Sales_Prescription {SL= S..TS; SR= Pharma, Admin; SC=

pharmaC, healthC, commercialC}

SFA typeAmount

SFA sales {SR = Admin; SC= commercialC}

/ income {SR= Admin}

SFA price {SR= Admin}

userProfile

userCode

name

securityLevel

pharmacyNumber

securityRole

...

<<SecurityRule>>

1

{invMDClasses= (DataP)}

{SiarCond self.SC= if self.typeAmount=

'Insurance' then {'commercialC'}

endif}

City {SL= C}

SOIDcode

SD name

SDA population

Medication_group {SL= C}

SOID code

SD description

DataP {SL= S; SR= Pharma, Admin;

SC= pharmaC}

SOID ssn

SD name

SDA dateOfBirth

SDA race {SL = TS; SR= Admin}

SDA address {SR= Admin}

d

r

<<Rolls-UpTo>>

DataM {SL= S; SR= Admin; SC= pharmaC,

commercialC, generalC}

SOID code

SDA name

SDA stock {SC = commercialC}

1..*

1

1..*

1

<<Rolls-UpTo>>

Patient

Medication1..*

1

1..*

1

0..* 10..* 1 0..*
1

0..*
1

Pharmacy_type {SL= C}

SOID number

SD description

Pharmacy

0..*

1

0..*

1

Prescription {SL= TS, SR= Pharma,

SC= PharmaC}

SOID Number

SD NameP

SDA type

DataPharmacy {SL= C}

SOID number

SDA postal address

SDA telephone

SDA director

d

r

<<Rolls-UpTo>>

r

d

<<Rolls-UpTo>>

<<AuditRule>>

2

logType= frustratedAttempts}

{logInfo subject objectID Time}

<<SecurityRule>>

3

{SiarCond self.SL= If  self.type=

'socialSecurity' then SL= S

endif}

S

S

S
S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Fig. 11. An instance of the enriched secure PIM

According to G2.2 the Sales Prescription SFact is associ-
ated with the SecurityRule 1, which is modeled in Fig. 10
by using a UML note.
Guideline G3: Each resource labeled with the stereotype
<<Measure>> associated through the Strategic, Decision
and Information goal with the BusinessProcess detected
in guideline G2 is mapped as SFactAttribute for the SFact
that corresponds with the BusinessProcess.

Guideline G3.1: SLevel, SRole and SCompartment de-
composition associated with the Measure resource
through a SSoftgoal dependency in GSAModel are
mapped as SL, SR and SC classes associated with the
SFactAttribute which represents the corresponding Mea-
sure.

Guideline G3.2: Each SConstraintRule task that makes
a positive contribution to an SSoftgoal, which consti-
tutes a SSoftgoal dependency for the Measure in the
GSAModel is mapped as a SecurityRule class associated
with the SFact that contains the SFactAttribute corre-
sponding to the Measure. SConstraintAudit and SCon-
straintAuthorization tasks associated with Measure in
the GSAModel are dealt with in an analogous manner.
In our case study we have the Price and Sales Measures

(see GSAModel in Fig. 9) which are mapped as SFactAt-
tributes in the MD model, as Fig. 10 shows. In Fig. 9 we
can see that securityManager depends on MarketingMan-
ager to achieve the SSoftgoals marked with the number
4. Hence, according to G3.1 these attributes are associ-
ated with the SR Admin (see Fig. 10). These Measures do
not have associated security constraints (SConstraintRule,
SConstraintAudit and SConstraintAuthorization).
Guideline G4: Context resources which are associated

through a UML aggregation represent the context of

analysis, which become SDimensions classes in the MD
model.

Guideline G4.1: Those Contexts that do not contain any
Context associated through UML aggregations in the
GSAModel are mapped as SBases classes which repre-
sents the root of the SDimensions hierarchy in the MD
model.

Guideline G4.2: Each Context (which is not character-
ized by G4.1) in the GSAModel is mapped as an SBase
class in the MD model. Each UML aggregation between
two Contexts in the GSAModel is mapped as a Rolls-
upTo association between the corresponding SBases in
the MD model.

Guideline G4.3: SLevel, SRole and SCompartment
decomposition associated with the Context resource
through a SSoftgoal dependency in GSAModel are
mapped as SL, SR and SC classes associated with the
SBase class that represents the corresponding Context.

Guideline G4.4: Each SConstraintRule task that makes
a positive contribution to an SSoftgoal, which consti-
tutes an SSoftgoal dependency for the Context in the
GSAModel is mapped as a SecurityRule class associ-
ated with the SBase which represents the correspond-
ing Context. SConstraintAudit and SConstraintAutho-
rization tasks associated with Context in the GSAModel
are deal with in an analogous manner.
In our case study we have two Contexts of analysis: (i)

the Patient Context is transformed into the Patient SDi-
mension in the MD model (see Fig. 10), (ii) the Phar-
macy, Pharmacy Type and Prescription Contexts repre-
sent the SDimension Pharmacy. According to G4.1 the
Pharmacy Context represents the SBase root of the SDi-
mension Pharmacy (see Fig. 9). If we apply G4.2, the
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Prescription and Pharmacy Type Contexts are mapped as
SBases in the MD model. The UML aggregations between
them and the Pharmacy Context are mapped as a Rolls-
upTo association between the corresponding SBase classes
in the MD model (see Fig. 10).

In Fig. 9 we can see that securityManager depends on
MarketingManager to achieve the SSoftgoals marked with
the numbers 1, 3 and 5. Hence, according to G4.3, the Pre-
scription Context is associated with the SL TopSecret (TS),
the SR Pharma and the SC PharmaC (see Fig. 10. Ac-
cording to G4.4 the Prescription Context is associated with
the AuditRule 2 and the SecurityRule 3, which are repre-
sented in the MD model shown in Fig. 10 by using UML
notes. These constraints are obtained by taking into ac-
count the SSoftgoals dependency marked in the GSAModel
(see Fig. 9) with the numbers 1 and 5 between the securi-
tyManager and MarketingManager.

Observe in Fig. 10 that certain classes do not have any
attributes. Also, there are incomplete SDimensions and the
SConstraintRule and SConstraintAudit constraints. The
conceptual MD model represented in Fig. 10 has a descrip-
tive level since many elements of the organizational model
which are not part of the software model totally correspond
with the conceptual MD model [2]. Likewise, many ele-
ments in the software model which are made up of detailed
technical software solutions and constructs are not part of
the organizational model [2]. It is thus necessary to enrich
the conceptual MD model presented in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 shows an instance of our enriched secure
PIM, which makes the part of the DWs that is required
for the previous problem more complete. The SFact
Sales Prescription (stereotype SFact) contains all the
sales information in one or more pharmacies, and can be
accessed by users who have Secret or topSecret security
levels, play an Administrative or Pharmacist role and be-
long to pharmacovigilanceCenter, healthOversightCenter
(the committee which guards the health of the company’s
clients) and commercialManagerCenter compartments.
The sales attribute can only be accessed by users who
perform the administrative role (SR tagged values of sales
attribute) and belong to the commercialManagerCenter
compartment, and access to this attribute will therefore
be forbidden to other users who are pharmacist and main-
tenance employees or belong to other different commer-
cialManagerCenter compartments. The income attribute
can only be accessed by users who perform the adminis-
trative role (SR tagged value of income attribute). Others
static user classifications for the conceptual model classes
defined in Fig. 11 are:

The SFact Sales Prescription. This contains three SDi-
mensions (Pharmacy, Patient and Medication), which con-
tain SBase hierarchies. Access to these SBase hierarchies
is established in the same way as was done with the SFact.
The UserProfile has been completed in order to store infor-
mation about all users who will have access to this secure
MD model.

Several security constraints have been specified by using

the previously defined constraints, stereotypes and tagged
values. The following paragraphs correspond to notes 1, 2
and 3 in Fig. 11:
1. For each instance of the SFact class Sales Prescription,

if the type of payment is through insurance then the se-
curity compartment will be commercialManagerCenter
(commercialC, tagged value SC). This constraint is only
applied if the user makes a query whose information
comes from the DataPharmacy.

2. We would like to record, for future audit, the subject,
object and time of every frustrated access attempt upon
Prescription.

3. For each instance of the SBase class Prescription, if
the prescription is of the type “socialSecurity”, then the
security level will be Secret (Secret, tagged value SL).

5.3. Defining the secure PSM

By using the PIM in Fig. 10 as a starting point, we ap-
ply a set of QVT relations [34] through which to achieve
an instance of the secure PSM. The transformation ensures
that SFact and SDimensions are transformed into STables
with their associated security information. The UserPro-
file class is transformed into a classical Table from CWM.
Fig. 12 represents a star schema at the logical level, which
corresponds with an instance of the relational metamodel
from the CWM extended in [35].

The SFact Sales Prescription is represented in Fig. 12 by
means of the STable Sales Prescription. All of its columns
are represented in this table along with all the associated
security information, which restricts access both to the ta-
ble itself and to its columns. All of the hierarchy that con-
forms to an SDimension must be represented by means of a
single STable. Observe in Fig. 12 that the Pharmacy STable
contains as SColumn the attributes from the SBases Dat-
aPharmacy, Pharmacy Type and Prescription classes from
Fig. 11. This occurs in an analogous manner with the Pa-
tient and Medication SBases classes. In order to build a star
scheme the Sales Prescription table must contain columns
such as Foreign Key(FK ) which represent Primary Key
(PK) in the tables that correspond with SDimensions at
the PIM level.

The security information (SL, SR and SC) represented
in the classes from Fig. 11 is modeled at the logical level in
the title of the table itself (See Fig. 12).

The SecurityRule1, AuditRule2 and SecurityRule3 secu-
rity constraints that appear in Fig. 11 are transformed into
instances of the SecurityConstraint from the extended re-
lational metamodel. These instances are modeled in Fig. 12
by means of UML notes with the names ARConst1 and
AURConst2 respectively. The securityRule3 attempts to
change the security for the SBase Prescription class, thus
establishing new values for securityLevel (SL). As we ob-
served in Fig. 11, the security of the SBase Pharmacy class
has been assigned to the SColumns NumPres, nameP and
type. Hence, the constraint is transformed and applied to
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ARConst 1

{invTables= Patient}

{ARcond self.SC= if self.typeAmount=

'Insurance' then {'commercialC'}

endif}

AudConst 2

{logType= frustatedAttents}

{logInfo subject objectID time}

UserProfile

userCode : integer

name : String

securityLevel : Levels

pharmacyNumber : Integer

securityRole : SetRole
securityCompartment : SetCompartment

dateContract : Date

<<STable>>

Patient {SL= C}

ssn (PK) : integer {SL = S; SR= Pharma, Admin; SC= pharmaC}

name : varchar(10) {SL = S; SR= Pharma, Admin; SC= pharmaC}

dateOfBirth : date {SL = S; SR= Pharma, Admin; SC= pharmaC}
race : varchar(5) {SL = TS; SR= Admin; SC= pharmaC}

address : varchar(15) {SL = S; SR= Admin; SC= pharmaC}

codeCity : varchar(4)

nameCity : varchar(12)

population : numeric

<<STable>>

Pharmacy {SL= C}

numPh : Integer (PK)

postal address : varchar(5)

telephone : varchar(9)

director : varchar(4)

numberPh : integer

description : varchar(15)

NumPres : integer {SL= TS, SR= Pharma, SC= PharmaC}

nameP : varchar (15) {SL= TS, SR= Pharma, SC= PharmaC}

type : varchar (5) {SL= TS, SR= Pharma, SC= PharmaC}

<<STable>>
Sales_Prescription {SL= S..TS; SR= Pharma, Admin; SC=

pharmaC, healthC, commercialC}

typeAmount: varchar(8)

sales : Numeric {SR= Admin; SC= comercialC}

price : Numeric {SR= Admin}

income : Numeric {SR = Admin}

numPh : Integer (FK)

ssnPat : varchar (11) (FK)

codeMed : varchar(4) (FK)

<<STable>>

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*
1

1..*
1

Medication {SL=C}

codeMed : varchar(4)  {SL= S; SR= Admin; SC= pharmaC, commercialC, generalC}

nameMed : varchar(10) {SL= S; SR= Admin; SC= pharmaC, commercialC, generalC}

stock : integer {SL= S; SR= Admin; SC= commercialC}

codeMed_group : varchar(4)

description : varchar(20)

<<STable>>

1..*

1

1..*

1

ARConst3.1

{ARCond NumPres.SL= if type=

'socialSecurity' then SL= S

endif}

ARConst3.2

{ARCond NameP.SL= if type=

'socialSecurity' then SL= S

endif}

ARConst3.3

{ARCond type.SL= if type=

'socialSecurity' then SL= S

endif}

Fig. 12. An instance of the secure PSM

SColumns NumPres, nameP and type. Consequently, the
SecurityRule3 is transformed into three ARConstraints,
which appear in Fig. 12 under the names of ARConst3.1,
ARConst3.2 and ARConst3.3, which are associated with
the SColumns NumPres, nameP and type respectively.

5.4. Code Example in Oracle DBMS

Our case study will be completed by showing some im-
plementations of the security aspects modeled in the star
scheme that appears in Fig. 12. The current OMG standard
used to apply the model-code transformations is the MOF
Model to Text Transformation Language (MOF2Text).
However, we shall briefly show the possibilities that Oracle
10g DBMS offers in order to implement security and audit
measures by means of Oracle Label Security (OLS10g),
Virtual Private Databases (VPD) and Oracle Fine-Grained
Auditing (FGA). We shall only explain the security aspects
that our extension contemplates, and to do this we have
first created a security policy named “MyPolicy” along
with valid levels, compartments and hierarchical groups.

In Fig. 13 a) we show how the User1 satisfies the secu-
rity properties for the Sales Prescription STable. Fig. 13
b) shows how we define and establish the security informa-
tion for the Sales Prescription table by labeling functions
from OLS, although it is not possible to consider security
at the column level. The ARConst 1 is implemented by
means of the labeling function represented in Fig. 13 c).
The FGA allows us to define and implement the AudConst
2 (see Fig. 13d)). In AudConst 2 we cannot implement the

CREATE FUNCTION Function1 () Return LBSCSYS.LABC_LABEL

CREATE FUNCTION Function2 (typeAmount: Varchar2(20))
Return LBACSYS.LBAC_LABEL

As MyLabel varchar2(80);
Begin

If typeAmount= ’Insurance’ then MyLabel:= ‘S::Ph,Adm::comercialC’ else
‘S::Ph,Adm::pharmaC,healthC,comercialC’

endif;
Return TO_LBAC_DATA_LABEL (‘MyPolicy’, ‘MyLabel’);

Begin
dbms_fga.add_policy(

object_schema       => ’MyPolicy’,
object_name           => ‘DataM’,
policy:name            => ‘MyPolicy’,
audit_column          => ’code, name, stock’,
statement_types     => ‘select’,
enable                     => true

);

b)

d)

c)

SET_LEVELS (‘MyPolicy’, ‘User1’, ‘TS’, ‘S’, ‘S’)
a)

Fig. 13. Implementing our constraints in Oracle 10g.

logType because FGA does not allow us to choose it.

6. Conclusion and Future work

In this paper we have presented a UML 2.0 profile which
allows us to the define the security requirements for DWs
at the business level. The extension contains the neces-
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sary stereotypes and constraints, which adapt the i* frame-
work in order to represent security requirements for DWs.
The proposal allows us to represent certain elements of the
ACA model at the business level which are virtually not
considered in the requirements analysis phase of the DWs
design. Our approach is used to define a formalized pro-
cedure which integrates both security and information re-
quirements an takes the ACA model into account in the re-
quirement analysis phase. Moreover, as our profile is MDA
compliant we can define a secure CIM, which can be trans-
formed throughout the entire DWs life cycle.

Our immediate future work consists of providing both
the definition and the implementation of the QVT relations
in order to establish a transformation between the CIM and
the PIM levels. In addition, we plan to develop a method-
ology which will integrate the entire DWs life cycle within
the MDA framework.
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